ISC6000 & ISC700 Interior screen
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BENEFITS OF SOLAR SCREENS

Screen fully lowered down



Reduces indoor temperatures and saves energy
cooling your space.



Cuts down on solar glare while retaining your view
depending on mesh fabric type and openness factor.



Cuts down on interior fading of floors, carpets and
furniture.



Can offer complete black out privacy blocking all light.

Screen partially lowered down

Screen partially down showing glare

Screen fully down and no glare

BENEFITS OF SOLAR SCREENS cont:

Solar screens can be installed both on the exterior and interior applications of residential and
commercial spaces. The benefit with exterior solar screens is that the fabric blocks the sun before
it enters the home or space through the glass. Sometimes it is not feasible to install an exterior
screen. In such a case, interior screens offer a good alternative. Interior screens are also more
economical.

ISC6000

Interior shades

The ISC6000 is a vertical rolling interior screen system.
The 6000 shade is operated by a manual chain drive as
standard with optional motorized operation. Motorized
control is an option with either a battery operated radio
controlled motor or 404 Sonesse RTS Altus motor.
Available with an optional fascia covering of 3” & 4”
depending on height of the screen.

ISC6000

White,
Anodized Silver &
Bronze

Up to 10’

Up to 14’

Residential &

Alkenz 3000

20’ with split

Dependent on

Commercial

& Mermet

fabric

Windows

E screen



The R screen is the original Rollease clutch
system.



Minimal light gaps.



Ideal for both residential and commercial
applications.



Chain operated or optional motorized
operation.



Available with Sonesse 30 RTS Battery motor
operation or 404 Altus hardwire Motors.



Easy installation.

5 year limited
frame warranty

ISC6000 Interior screen

STANDARD CHAIN OPERATED SHADE

OPTIONAL SQUARE 3" & 4" FASCIA
OPTIONAL FASCIA:
Max screen height 3" Fascia is 8 ft.
Max screen height 4" Fascia is 14 ft.
OPERATION:
Standard chain operated.
Optional Somfy Altus 404 motor &
Sonesse battery motor.

AVAILABLE FASCIA & FRAME COLORS
Standard hem bar
welded into fabric

ISC6500 optional DUO SHADE configuration:

ISC7000

Interior shades

The ISC7000 is a vertical rolling interior screen system.
The 7000 is standard with motorized operation. Available
with an optional fascia covering of 4”. Motorized units
available with hard wired radio controlled 500 series RTS
Altus motor.

ISC7000

White,
Anodized Silver, &
Bronze

Up to 14’

Up to 14’

Residential &

Alkenz 3000

24’ with split

Dependent on

Commercial

& Mermet

fabric

Windows

E screen



The R screen is the original Rollease interior screen
system.



Minimal light gaps.



Ideal for both residential and commercial
applications.



Available with motorized operation using Somfy 500
series LT50 RTS Altus hardwire Motors.



Easy installation

5 year limited
frame warranty

ISC7000 Interior screen

Standard hem bar
welded into fabric

AVAILABLE FASCIA & FRAME COLORS

OPTIONAL FASCIA:
Max screen height 4" Fascia is 14 ft.
OPERATION:
Standard motorized with Somfy LT50 Hardwire RTS
Altus motor (Remote additional).

MEASURING ISC6000 & 7000:

Width: All widths must be submitted to the factory as finished sizes. No factory deductions will be made. Shades are
manufactured with measurements “outside of bracket” to “outside of bracket". If fascia is ordered, the fascia will be cut
the width of the brackets as well. The plastic end caps that are added on each for a finished look will add about 1/8” on
each side to the width. If you are mounting between columns that protrude, the end caps are not needed. So, make sure
you deduct enough on the width of the screen to accommodate the extra 1/8” on each side for the beauty cap if needed
and used. The bracket you will receive will depend on if the shade has fascia or not, and what size fascia if ordered.

Height: The height of the screen you order will be from the top of the roller assembly to the bottom of the internal hem
weight bar when the shade is lowered.

Sunshadow
1%, 3%,
5%, 10%
See list on next page
for available colors

Interior Screen Fabric with “Surcharge”

Available NET 3000 Colors

Interior Screen Fabric



X = available in that color, openness, and fabric width.



Clear White “fields” indicates that color is not available in the
designated width and opens factor.



Yellow cells will be discontinued in 2019 as per below.



Sunair does not stock these fabrics and there is a surcharge for
every order of $150 for the 1st screen ordered.

Interior Screen Fabric

Charcoal / Grey

White / White

Charcoal / Charcoal

Charcoal / Apricot

Charcoal Grey

Pearl / Linen

/ Stone

Charcoal / Cocoa

Pearl / Pearl

White / Linen

Pearl / Grey

White / Pearl

Interior B/O Fabric

MOTORIZATION & AUTOMATION

Sunair is proud to offer the full line of Somfy motors and controls for our awnings and
screens program. SOMFY RTS features interior screen motors that are hardwire 110
volts, and battery operated motors with integrated radio receivers that allows you to
operate the screen by remote control. You can operate your screens with a wall mounted
or hand held remote or by smart phone device. With a simple click of a button on your
remote, the shade will lower or retract automatically.

AVAILABLE BATTERY OPERATED REMOTES
One (1) through (16) channel hand
held or wall mounted remotes are
available. Remotes are available in
different colors to suit your style,
please inquire.

Telis hand-held remotes offer convenient and simple operation of every type of motorized application. Channels help organize the motorized
products that are operated. Single channel remotes can operate one individual product or one group of motorized products. Multiple channel
remotes can handle groups of motorized products.

Telis 1 Patio for
exterior use

SOMFY HARDWIRE MOTOR

SOMFY / Battery operated rechargeable motor
for interior roller shades.

Interior Roller Shade Size:
Max 10 ft. wide x 8 ft High



Designed to perform quietly to enhance end-user experience.



Built-in rechargeable lithium-ion battery minimizes maintenance
and need to install and replace batteries.



Great for interior roller shade applications ranging from small to
larger window treatments.



Ideal for areas where wiring is a challenge.



Flexible speed and tilt power adjustments for optimal
customization.



Compatible with all Somfy remotes, My link, and Alexa
Integration.

AVAILABLE SENSORS & CONTROLS

Notes

Note: Sunair® reserves the right to change engineering, specifications, and prices without notice.
Images and Illustrations in the catalog may vary from digital and printed manuals.
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